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Abstract

A��hough sever�� e����or�s produced by �ew m��hem��ic�� educ��io� �ppro�ches ��or improvi�g educ��io� 
sys�ems ��d �e�chi�g�� ye� �he resu��s �re �o� su����icie�� �o �dsorb �he �o���i�y o�� i��ov��io�s proposed�� 
bo�h i� �he co��e��s ��d m���geme��. I� �his se�se co�s�ruc�ive deb��es ��d �ew ide�s were we�comed 
��d �ppreci��ed upo� �ew �spec�s o�� scie�ce educ��io��� side �ew �e�r�i�g ��d Cog�i�ive �ode��i�g�� 
��or our i��eres�s. A p�r���e� e����or� w�s produced by scie��is�-epis�emo�ogis�-his�ori��s co�cer�i�g �he 
his�ory o�� scie�ce ��d i�s ��ou�d��io�s i� scie�ce educ��io�. His�oric�� ��ou�d��io�s represe�� �he mos� 
impor���� i��e��ec�u�� p�r� o�� �he scie�ce�� eve� i�� some�imes �hey were �voided or �imi�ed �o speci��is� 
discip�i�es such �s his�ory o�� m��hem��ics�� his�ory o�� physics�� o��y. Never�he�ess some resu��s�� such �s �he 
oper��ive co�cep� o�� m�ss by ��ch�� r��her �he cohere�ce ��d v��idi�y o�� �� ��gebr�ic–geome�ric group 
i� � Euc�ide�� geome�ry ��d i� �o�-Euc�ide�� geome�ry w�s ��irs��y �ppoi��ed by epis�emo�ogic�� poi�� 
o�� view by (e.g.��) Poi�c�ré�� e�c... Thus�� wh�� ki�d o�� co�cre�e re���io�ship be�wee� scie�ce educ��io� 
(m��hem��ics ��d physics) ��d his�ory o�� scie�ce (idem) o�e c�� discuss corre���ed wi�h ��ou�d��io�s o�� 
scie�ce? ��d �bove ����� how �his re���io�ship c�� be �ppoi��ed? The his�ory ��d epis�emo�ogy o�� scie�ce 
he�p �o u�ders���d evo�u�io�/i�vo�u�io� o�� m��hem��ic�� ��d physic�� scie�ces i� �he i��erpre���io�-
mode��i�g o�� � phe�ome�o� ��d i�s i��erpre���io�-did�c�ic-mode��i�g�� ��d how �he i��erpre���io� c�� 
ch��ge ��or � di����ere�� use o�� m��hem��ic��: e.g.�� m��hem��ics à �� C�uchy�� �o�-s���d�rd ����ysis�� 
co�s�ruc�ive m��hem��ics i� physics. B�sed o� previous s�udies�� � discussio� co�cer�i�g m��hem��ics 
educ��io� ��d his�ory o�� scie�ce is prese��ed. I� our p�per we wi�� ��ocus o� �e�r�i�g mode��i�g �o discuss 
i�s e����ic�cy ��d power bo�h ��rom educ��io��� poi�� o�� view ��d �he �eed o�� m��hem��ics ��d physics 
�e�chers educ��io�. �ome c�se–s�udies o� �he re���io�ship be�wee� physics ��d m��hem��ics i� �he 
his�ory �re prese��ed�� �s we��. P�r�icu��r�y we ��ocus o� � possib�e �e�r�i�g mode��i�g �c�ivi�y wi�hi� 
physics phe�ome�o�ogy �o cre��e � reso���ce �mo�g �he �bove po�es ��d m��hem��ic�� mode��i�g cyc�e 
�o �rgue i�s e����ic�cy�� power ��d re���ed wi�h his�oric�� ��ou�d��io�s o�� physic���� m��hem��ic�� scie�ces.
Key words: mode��i�g�� m��hem��ics�� physics�� his�ory o�� ��ou�d��io�s�� epis�emo�ogy o�� scie�ce. 

Introduction

nowadays the aims stated in curriculum documents from range of countries reveals an 
increasing importance given to the role of mathematics in enabling learners to relate to the 
world beyond the classroom. this idea is also consistent with the definition of mathematical 
literacy (oecd): ���hem��ic�� �i�er�cy is �� i�dividu��’s c�p�ci�y �o ��ormu���e�� emp�oy�� 
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��d i��erpre� m��hem��ics i� � v�rie�y o�� co��ex�s. I� i�c�udes re�so�i�g m��hem��ic���y ��d 
usi�g m��hem��ic�� co�cep�s�� procedures�� ���c�s�� ��d �oo�s �o describe�� exp��i��� ��d predic� 
phe�ome��. I� �ssis�s i�dividu��s �o recog�ize �he ro�e �h�� m��hem��ics p��ys i� �he wor�d 
��d �o m�ke �he we��-��ou�ded judgme��s ��d decisio�s �eeded by co�s�ruc�ive�� e�g�ged ��d 
re���ec�ive ci�ize�s (oecd, 2012). this very ambitious goal requests a real innovation of education 
systems and oecd provides several precious reflections and suggestions for the educational 
implementation. among the others the mathematical modelling cycle is the key feature of the 
recent pisa 2012 framework, the new central stream in the recent theoretical framework. in 
the earlier frameworks mathematical modelling cycle was used only to describe the stages 
individuals go through in solving contextualised problems, while in the new document (draft 
pisa 2012) it is used to define the mathematical processes in which students engage as they 
solve problems, processes that are being used for the first time in 2012 as a primary reporting 
dimension. the solve problems process described by the pisa mathematical cycle includes 
something different from the simple solution of word problems, and if we want to avoid the 
dangerous to reduce the educational implementation to a pisa test training some different 
proposal needed. of course the first ring of the innovation chain is the teacher education. Within 
mathematics teacher education debate a spectrum of reasonable models are presented. in 
particular the empirical and theoretical work developed by the research group of ball and bass 
(ball thames, & phelps 2008; bass, 2005) starting from the Ped�gogic�� Co��e�� K�ow�edge 
(pcK, shulman, 1986), defined �ubjec� Co��e�� K�ow�edge (sKt), by distinguishing in its 
inner several important categories for the mathematical teaching. a new learning modelling 
has been proposed: Cog�i�ive �ode� o�� Reso���ce (Guidoni, iannece & tortora, 2005) that 
describes the interaction among the individuals’ natural bent to understand, the official culture 
and the real world. thus, a cognitive dynamics model of resonance works in order to catch in 
particular way the relationship among the �ubjec� ����er K�ow�edge (physics, mathematics) 
and Ped�gogic�� Co��e�� K�ow�edge domains. based on the learning modelling of resonance, 
we think that modelling activity within physics phenomenology contexts can create a resonance 
among the individual, the culture and the real world and moreover this kind of activities works 
consistently with the mathematical modelling cycle proposed in pisa 2012. but to manage 
this kind of activity in order to drive the introduction of particular cultural formalization the 
teacher needs another kind of knowledge, indeed boero and Guala proposed another construct 
localized into the sKc: �he cu��ur�� ����ysis o�� �he m��hem��ic�� co��e�� (cac). they looked 
at mathematics as an evolving discipline, with different levels of rigor both at a specific moment 
in history (according to the cultural environment and specific needs), and across history, and 
as a domain of culture as a set of interrelated cultural tools and social practices, which can be 
inherited over generations (boero & Guala, 2008) and concerning physics and mathematics 
general foundations and specific subject matter in particular. the cac perspective should need 
deeply studies within an integrate history of science and education, particularly competencies 
coming from epistemology and history of mathematics. thus, how is i� possib�e �o keep o� 
�e�chi�g scie�ces bei�g u��w�re o�� �heir co�cep�u�� origi�/s�re�ms�� cu��ur�� re�so�s ��d 
eve��u�� co����ic�s ��d v��ues? and how is i� possib�e �o �e�ch ��d comme�� o� �he co��e��s 
��d cer��i��ies o�� physics ��d m��hem��ics �s scie�ces wi�hou� h�vi�g ��irs� i��roduced se�sib�e 
doub� �bou� �he i��dequ�cy ��d ���uidi�y o�� such scie�ces i� p�r�icu��r co��ex�s?  particularly, 
how his�ory o�� scie�ce works i� ped�gogic�� ��d subjec� mode��i�g?

History of Science and Science Education 

Generally speaking, mathematics and physics education proceeded according to a strict 
assumption that in secondary schools the teaching by principles and a major mechanical amount 
of exercises only, as well as of mere deductive experiments, are required. in this sense, wh�� 
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is �he co�s�i�u�ive ch�r�c�er ��d s�ruc�ure (nagel, 1961) o�� scie�ce �h�� we �e�ch? Is i� �he 
s�me o�� �he origi��� �heories? for example one can see paradox of the formalization of logic 
(carnap 1943) where in order to express the axioms and to construct a me��-discourse about 
them, we should use the natural language, which is not-formalized. We cannot formalize it in 
advance, because we risk producing a regression to i���i�i�um. moreover, it is not spontaneous 
for a human to state the axioms of logics and then to consequently deduce all the rest from 
them (Ibidem). in fact, in everyday life that is never done. When we speak, we usually proceed 
from temporary premises, and then introduce or remove logical elements of natural language. 
that is a natural linguistic inference, which can express both classical and non-classical logics 
(prawitz & melmnaas 1968). in mathematical-classical logic, so-called we��-��ormed-s���eme��s 
are assumed to be either true or false, even if we do not have a proof of either. in fact, from an 
inferential and classical logic system (e.g. a list of inferential propositions) one can only obtain 
a scientific dichotomy of hypothesis-these ��ree-��rom-se���-co��r�dic�io� and among them, and 
a theory to be scie��i��ic must be testable, e.g., subject to ����si��ic��io� (popper 1963). let us 
note that in that kind of system of reasoning1, it is not possible to obtain u�decid�b�e co��e��s�� 
e.g. like (apparently) those generated by scientific statements belong to non classical logics. 
particularly, if u�decid�b�e contents belong to a given principle of the theory, then we have 
an ou� o�� �he ordi��ry pri�cip�e. one may see euclidean geometry and its relationship with 
co��i�uum in mathematics in the history (szczeciniarz 2005). an ideal im�ges, a body (e.g., 
polygon) is the result of a process of idealization of reality, naturally elaborated by our mind. 
the empirical performance in geometry, as poincaré (1854-1912) thought in the L� �cie�ce e� 
�� Hypo�hèse�� represents but the occasional stimulus required to make the im�ge materialize 
(pisano 2006). in fact, wo�deri�g whe�her �he me�rics sys�em is �rue ��d �he o�d me�sureme�� 
sys�em is ����se�� is nonsense since it is not possible to choose one type of geometry rather than 
another, because there is no such thing as a better geometrical group. thus, wh�� is �he cu��ur�� 
g�p be�wee� im�ged scie�ce ��d pr�c�ic�� educ��io� scie�ce? let us think, e.g., about the 
lack of a relationship between physics and logic (pisano & Gaudiello, 2010), the organization 
of a scientific theory and its pedagogical aspect based on planned and calculated processes. 
through an intelligent use of pedagogical computing technologies, a kind of teaching might 
be accomplished with the model of the prevailing method of the teaching-learning process 
mainly related to modelling activities of phenomenology contexts within different paths of 
history of science: the statics in nemore (fl. Xiii century) and in tartaglia2 (c.1500-1557), 
physics-chemistry by newton and by lavoisier (1743-1794), Galileo’s (1564-1642) mechanics 
(pisano 2009a; 2009b), newton’s (1642-1727) mechanics, l. carnot’s (1753-1823) mechanics 
(Gillispie & pisano 2012), historical foundations of thermodynamics and thermodynamics in 
the textbooks (pisano, 2010; 2011b). The his�ory ��d epis�emo�ogy o�� scie�ce (m��hem��ics�� 
physics) c�� be p�r� o�� � comp�ex cu��ur�� mode��i�g proposi�g evo�u�io�/i�vo�u�io� o�� 
m��hem��ic�� ��d physic�� scie�ces i� �he i��erpre���io�-mode��i�g o�� � phe�ome�o� ��d i�s 
i��erpre���io�-did�c�ic-mode��i�g? A�d how �he i��erpre���io� c�� ch��ge ��or � di����ere�� use 
o�� m��hem��ic��? 

A Cognitive Model and its Educational Spin-off

in our  opinion every teacher’s action, both in the plan and the practice of a learning 
path, is necessary to refer to a model of cognitive dynamics, natural and forced by teaching 
mediation, but this reference is often unconscious for the teacher. as we state in the introduction 
the particular learning model we are presenting works in order to catch the relationship among 
the �ubjec� ����er K�ow�edge and Ped�gogic�� Co��e�� K�ow�edge domains in the ball and 
bass’s model and frames the specific role of the history and epistemology of science from the 
educational point of view. the Cog�i�ive �ode� o�� Reso���ce is based on the idea of reso���ce 
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dy��mics as a root of the learning process (Guidoni, iannece & tortora, 2005; mellone, 
2008; iannece & tortora, 2008). it originally belonged to phenomenological framework and 
has recently been validated by research findings in the field of neuroscience. the concept 
of reso���ce is the main idea: metaphorically evoked to describe the basic structure of the 
interaction between an individual and the surrounding environment. people produce and use 
a variety of mental models and hypotheses that they continually compare with the reality as 
perceived through the senses and communication. in other words, the mind of each individual 
is constantly exploring the possibilities of resonance between an internal cog�i�ive simu���io� 
and an external perceptive and cultural input. through this process of trial and error, reinforcing 
successes, and removed errors, all humans construct and stabilize mental models that constantly 
change and evolve. this kind of model plays for explaining cognitive processes supported 
by neurological model proposed by changeux to account for the structural functioning 
of the brain: the learning process stems from a biological aptitude to continuously produce 
pre-represe����io�s by means of temporary synapses, which can become stable or dissolve 
depending on a comparison with the external reality (changeux, 2002). since the resonance 
modelling between individual cognition and world is not enough for the learning of physics 
and mathematics, the individual’s hypotheses and pre-represe����io�s are also constantly 
confronted with the cu��ur�� sys�em��iz��io� o�� �he discip�i�e and the soci�� commu�i�y with 
which that individual interacts while developing her/his own knowledge. Within socio-cultural 
approach (Vygotskij, 1978), the resonance between individual cognition and cultural context 
acts as a dynamic background and support for the development of any kind of knowledge, both 
�oc�� (in terms of time and contexts) and �o�-�oc�� (long-term and context-free, i.e. abstract). 
this model for cognitive processes also outlines a way of looking at learning which allows 
correlating conceptual understanding with the motivation to understand: any experience of 
actual resonance is directly connected with the sphere of emotions (and of choices), which 
produces an immediate feedback in terms of validation and reinforcing: “[...] there are […] 
a world outside (always the same) working in its own way within a non stop interaction with 
[...] a world inside (new for each born) trying to understand by mediation of [...] a world of 
interface (in constant evolution) named “culture”. (Guidoni, 2008, p. 3). the teacher’s careful 
planning should aim to choose suitable contexts and tasks that would allow the students to 
experience the resonance between their cognitive needs and the tools that their cultural context 
lend to them: how �o e�h��ce �heir �bi�i�y �o medi��e �mo�g �he i�dividu��s’ ���ur�� be�� �o 
u�ders���d �he g�p i�-be�wee� cu��ure-��ou�d��io�s ��d �he wor�d i� order �o recog�ize pupi�s’ 
resources/s�r��egies? A�d ��ou�d��io�s ��d m��hem��ic�� physic�� co�cep�io�s i� order �o �e� 
pupi�s’ commo� k�ow�edge reso���e wi�h scie��i��ic �hough�? let us think about the historical 
and educational problems on infinitesimal entity in limits operations both mathematics and 
physics. thus a re-invention of mathematics based on physical phenomenology and knowledge 
accessible to pupils is necessary: a re-construction of mathematical meanings, in ways as 
mathematically stimulating as possible, but assuming only language, knowledge, and skill as 
primitive as what is usually available to pupils (freudenthal, 1973). 

Physical and Mathematical Laws in the History  

it is note that a physical laws establish a mathematical-physical relationship among 
numerical-data and physical magnitudes. one of the laws of the German physicist George 
simon ohm (1787-1854), we can currently state: V=RI. that is, V is equal to the resistance R 
multiplied by the current I. in physics, we know that the scientific validity of an affirmation 
depends on the physical system, the adopted theoretical-experimental model and the theory’s 
field of applicability.  V=RI, belonging to physics, expresses a particular logical action 
according to which (i, see below) the truth of a conjunction (compared to given model3) would 
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imply the truth of both members in V=RI; while the opposite would not be logically applicable. 
moreover, general speaking, the (ii, see below) �o�-�ru�h of a given proposition does not imply 
the truth of its negation. it means that, given two quantities A and B, one can write the following 
two logical statement: (i): (A   B) true  A true, B true. thus, A true, B true ≠ (A     B) true; 
(ii): ¬ (A)≠ ¬ ¬ (a). in other words, this result would weakly violate the validity of the 
principle of Ter�ium �o� d��ur.4  thus, wh�� does i� me�� me�sure by V=RI?  as a matter 
of fact, by considering up above discussion, in order to measure ohm’s law a simultaneous 
measurement of the three quantities V, R, I, should be required. in this sense, in order for (1) to 
be experimentally �rue, it is necessary for three real corresponding numbers �, b, c, should exist 
respectively for the measurements of V, R, and I. thus, one can write �=bc. the measurement 
is obviously never per��ec� (experimental data should coincide with the theoretical ones only 
within limits of the experimental errors). therefore, because of the u�cer��i��ies of the devices 
and error of measurement, in the same range of measurement of ���b��c�� it should exist another 
real triad �’�� b’�� c’ with (�’≠a), (b’≠b), (c’≠c), should exist, so that: �’≠b’c’.  both �=bc and its 
negation �’≠b’c’ would be true with respect to a given experimental situation. the conjunction 
of �=bc and �’≠b’c’ would not be true, because it should exits a real triad ��� b�� c so that one 
simultaneously should obtain: �=bc   a≠bc which in classical logics is false.5 in the end, 
every physical variables should be subjected to its measurement; if not, the scientific content 
generates u�cer��i��ies in scientific knowledge. these aspects plays have an important role in 
science education during, e.g. the shift from laboratory and theoretical lessons.

Final Remarks 

from cognitive-epistemological point of view (George & Velleman, 2002), people do 
not naturally reason by means of deductive/ inductive processes only. in this regard, scientific 
reasoning (lakoff & nunez, 2000) is not a part of our common knowledge, although we often 
intuitively compare events, tables etc. instead, is we consider reasoning such as associations of 
ideas within resonance dynamics, some concepts are far from the scientific ones and need to put 
in resonance with them on dialectic between of scientific and everyday concepts (Vygotskij). 
e.g., heat and temperature, mass, weight and force-weights, the solar system and atomic orbital 
system in quantum mechanics, the kinetic model of gases and thermodynamics, parallel straight, 
material points. an hypothetical proposal, of course not the only one possible, could be the 
introduction within the educational plan of reading passages �d hoc centred on mathematics 
and physics to be analysed in the classroom main books6 by aristotle’s mechanics (mech��ic�� 
prob�ems), euclid (E�eme��s), archimedes (O� equi�ibrium o�� p���es), tartaglia (Quesi�i), Galilei 
(Discorsi), torricelli (Oper�), lazare carnot (Ess�i) lavoiser (Tr�i�é) sadi carnot (Ré���exio�s), 
faraday (Experime���� Rese�rches) etc. reading such passages, together with pre-arranged and 
effective work shared by several subjects, 1) �he s�ude�� is p��ced be��ore � prob�em��ic si�u��io� 
��d drive� �o re��ise �he i��dequ�cy o�� his/her b�sic k�ow�edge wi�h reg�rd �o prob�em so�vi�g. 
2) Whe� �he bui�d up o�� scie��i��ic educ��io� begi�s�� i� order �o overcome such di����icu��ies. the 
result will be pedagogy according to which science education (osborne & collins, 2003; debru 
1997) essentially means se��i�g ��d so�vi�g prob�ems and teaching means re-evaluating the 
between theory and experience and between history and foundations. they could come together 
with well-structured and practical interdisciplinary work by means of the history of science. 
as up above discussed the gap between m��hem��ics/physics �e�chi�g and mathematics/
physics such as theories is crucial both for teachers and pupils.  the interdisciplinary is in 
philosophy, epistemology, logic and the foundations of physical and mathematical sciences.  
thus, the capacity of mathematics to comprise information in abstract-form (P�cki�g) useful 
to create theory models and interpretation of physical (I��erpre���io�) phenomena is a general 
disciplinary model. While maths teaching needs a decompression (��p�cki�g) to explicit 
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and re-organize its foundations (bass, 2005). nowadays mathematics teacher educators are 
mostly interested in developing teachers’ competencies related to pedagogical aspect of the 
knowledge, and also their preparation is oriented in the same direction: “mathematicians who 
engage in teacher education do not seem interested in the cac perspective, and their scientific 
career as mathematicians does not depend on cac competencies. the cac perspective 
needs competencies coming from epistemology of mathematics, history of mathematics, and 
philosophy of mathematics” (boero & Guala, 2008, p. 242).  moreover, we think that it is not 
necessary generalize disciplines; it could be - at first step - sufficient to think to re-focus on 
historical/interdisciplinary cognitive objectives. it could be interesting to build the capacity of 
abstraction in pupils by means of multi-values logics. thus, according to the Cog�i�ive �ode� 
o�� Reso���ce the teacher’s careful planning should aim to choose suitable contexts and tasks 
that would allow the students to experience the resonance between their cognitive needs and the 
tools that their cultural context lend to them. thus at school, science education need a strong 
effort for an interdisciplinary approach to �e�ch and �e�r� the relationship physics-mathematics 
(pisano 2011a) as a discipline of study (martinez; meltzoff, huhl, movellan & sejnowski, 
2009). education needs to revaluate scientific reasoning as an integral part of human (humanistic 
and scientific mixed) culture that could build up an autonomous scientific cultural trend in 
schools. I� �his se�se�� wh�� �bou� �he impor���ce o�� i��roduci�g �he his�ory o�� scie�ce �s �� 
i��egr�� p�r� o�� �he cu��ure o�� �e�chi�g educ��io� �o �he ex�e�� o�� co�sideri�g such � discip�i�e 
- i� i�s �ur� - �s �� i�disso�ub�e ped�gogic�� e�eme�� o�� his�ory ��d cu��ure? “to foresee the 
future of mathematics, the true method is to study its history and present state” (Klein 1980, 
p. 3). it would be useful to pay particular attention to the elaboration of the �e�chi�g-�e�r�i�g 
process and modelling based on the reality observed by students (inductively), by a continuing 
critical reflection, e.g. by means of studying the historical foundations of modern physical 
and mathematical sciences. therefore, turning from �e�chi�g b�sed o� pri�cip�es to �e�chi�g 
(��so) b�sed o� bro�d ��d cu��ur�� �hemes would be crucial. in this way, both a student is the 
pro��go�is��� and schools training experts teacher (�e�ch, work and pub�ish) to provide a setting 
on teaching research aimed at the critical re-construction of scientific meanings along with 
ideas and contents. 
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(endnotes)

1  on the foundations of science, model and reasoning see da costa and french (da costa & french,on the foundations of science, model and reasoning see da costa and french (da costa & french, 
2003). 

2 capecchi, d., & pisano, r. ( capecchi, d., & pisano, r. (capecchi, d., & pisano, r. (��or�hcomi�g). niccolò tartaglia. the science of weighs in XVi 
century, dordrecht: springer.

3 We only consider situations and models We only consider situations and models where the magnitudes (s1....sn) �re physically measurable.
4  on The pri�cip�e o�� Ter�ium �o� d��ur see Kolmogorov (Kolmogorov, 1925; see also hodges 

1983).

5  on can also see newtonian principle of inertia (newton 1803, i, p. 2, p. 23) where the physical lawsnewtonian principle of inertia (newton 1803, i, p. 2, p. 23) where the physical laws 
can be expressed by means of a proposition preceded by two u�ivers�� and exis�e��i�� quantifications: (  ) 
(“for all”) and (     ) (“there exists” or “for some”).

6  previously historical reading on the same intends but with different aims were experimented (boerohistorical reading on the same intends but with different aims were experimented (boerowere experimented (boero(boero 
1997; Garuti, 1997).
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